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    Belle II: First super B-Factory experiment 
                Designed to make precise measurements of weak interaction parameters →
                    and find NP (New Physics) beyond the Standard Model
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B-Factory: particle collider experiment designed to produce and detect a large
                      number of B mesons so that their properties and behavior can be
                      measured with small statistical and systematic uncertainties

e- e+ collisions  direct production of → JPC=1-- states
 

√s = 10.58 GeV (= mY(4S))
 

B(Y(4S)  BB) ~ 100%→
 

Asymmetric collisions  boosted collision products→

e+



  

Y(4S):  bb meson, JPC = 1- -

Γ :         20.5 MeV
mY(4S) :  10.58 GeV 
               right above the → BB production threshold (10.56 GeV)

e- Y(4S)
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B-Factory: particle collider experiment designed to produce and detect a large
                      number of B mesons so that their properties and behavior can be
                      measured with small statistical and systematic uncertainties

e+

B

B

4 GeV

e- e+ collisions  direct production of → JPC=1-- states
 

√s = 10.58 GeV (= mY(4S))
 

BR( Y(4S)  → BB ) > 96%
 

Asymmetric collisions  boosted collision products→

Y(4S)

Boost direction (FW)
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B-Factory: particle collider experiment designed to produce and detect a large
                      number of B mesons so that their properties and behavior can be
                      measured with small statistical and systematic uncertainties

e+

B

B e- e+ collisions  direct production of → JPC=1-- states
 

√s = 10.58 GeV (= mY(4S))
 

BR( Y(4S)  → BB ) > 96%
 

Asymmetric collisions  boosted collision products→

BaBar @ PEP-II (SLAC, California)
run period: 1999 - 2008

Belle @ KEKB (Tsukuba, Japan)
run period: 1999 - 2010

Boost direction (FW)
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SuperKEKB: accelerator complex in which the Belle II experiment operates, located at
                         KEK (High Energy Accelerator Research Organization) in Tsukuba, Japan

Sketch of the 
Interaction region

∫ L dt 1 ab-1 424 fb-1 
{50 ab-1}

Lpeak [cm-2 s-1] 2.1 x 1034 4.7 x 1034 (WR)
{60 x 1034}

{ x }: target values

SuperKEKBKEKB

Currently: LS1



  

Belle II detector: 4π spectrometer, optimal vertexing, tracking, PID & calorimetry capabilities

- Silicon detectors: tracking and vertexing

- Drift chamber: tracking and dE/dx measurement

- TOP and ARICH counters: PID

- CsI(Tl) crystals: e± and γ calorimetry

- Iron/RPC layers: KL and µ detection

Well known initial conditions, low background;

Excellent tracking, vertexing, PID;

Efficient reconstruction of neutrals, RS and ME 

Belle II: the detector
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W: 7.7 m
D:  7.2 m
H:  7.9 m

RS: recoiling systems
ME: missing energy
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Belle II operates mainly at √s = 10.58 GeV:

- σ(e+ e-  → bb ) ~ 1.1 nb   [ Lpeak = 2.7 1034cm-2 s-1   30 → BB /s ] 

- σ(e+ e-  → ττ ) ~ 0.9 nb

- σ(e+ e-  → cc ) ~ 1.3 nb

 → B & τ & c factory 

- σ(e+ e-  e→ + e-) ~ 125/294 nb (strongly depends on the acceptance angle)

It is possible to change the √s

In 2019: unique energy scan sample collected at ~10.75 GeV 

Belle II: physics potential
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Belle II: physics program
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[See: BIITIP, Snowmass Whitepaper]

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10567
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.11349
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[See: BIITIP, Snowmass Whitepaper]

See talks: 
M. Laurenza

 25/05 h.13:05

(partially)
K. Schönning
25/05, h.9:20

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.10567
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.11349


  

Belle II: physics results
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[Full list: INSPIRE HEP, collaboration:Belle-II]

...and many more...

https://inspirehep.net/literature?sort=mostrecent&size=25&page=1&q=collaboration%3ABelle-II
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Continents: 4

Countries: 27

Institutions: 123

Members: 1196
     M: 950
     W: 239
     O: 3
    (NS: 4)

[Last update: 
 22/05/2023]
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Women represent:

- 2011: 12.2% of 
  467 members

- 2020: 17.1% of 
  1078 members

- 2023: 20.0% of 
  1196 members



  

The Belle II Collaboration: social media
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@belle2collab: Belle II is active on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram

Use social media to raise awareness of events including:

- International Women’s Day

- International Day of Women and Girls in Science

- International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination

- International Day of LGBTQ+ People in Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics

- Colo(u)r Blind Awareness Day

Twitter: https://twitter.com/belle2collab
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/belle2collab

Instagram: https://instagram.com/belle2collab 

https://twitter.com/belle2collab
https://www.facebook.com/belle2collab/
https://instagram.com/belle2collab


  

The Belle II Collaboration: diversity officers
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October 2018: Belle II created the positions of two diversity officers

The diversity officers exist to:

- Promote an inclusive environment within the collaboration

- Provide a safe and confidential point of contact for any collaborator to report any      
            issues, particularly those related to discrimination, bullying, or harassment within
            the collaboration

- Ensure that persons from marginalized groups are appropriately considered for
            positions of responsibility in the collaboration and are supported in their careers

- Encourage and publicize the collaboration's events and efforts promoting equity



  

The Belle II Collaboration: initiatives at KEK laboratory
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KEK laboratory: very receptive and dedicated to the issues that are coming to light

The Belle II secretariat worked to make childcare easier to find

KEK is working on improving bathroom accessibility
- A gender neutral, accessible bathroom has been made available in the experiment

            control room (previously only a male toilet was conveniently available)
- Has recently improved the dormitory bathroom provision for women

Colo(u)r blind friendly screens in our Control Room



  

Summary
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The Belle II experiment is living an exciting phase 

Belle II has now on tape a sample equivalent to that of BaBar, half of Belle

Despite the limited statistics, we already published results better than earlier
          measurements, as well as some unique results

The Belle II Collaboration is a living and dynamic community, very international

A common effort is ongoing to raising awareness within the collaboration on the
          subject of diversity and inclusion 

“Towards equality, for higher luminosity”
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Thank you!
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SuperKEKB: accelerator complex in which the Belle II experiment operates, located at
                         KEK (High Energy Accelerator Research Organization) in Tsukuba, Japan

Sketch of the 
Interaction region



  

Belle II: luminosity projection
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Belle II: luminosity collected
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